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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

PROFILE 

Industry & Production 4.0 Manager will be the responsible for the new 4.0 line management having 

some resources as specialist to assist him in the direct line managing execution. 

In particular, will be responsible of: 

● Product planning according to the business line targets and to the daily production planned 

● Manage critical situation with respect to the production planned in order to evaluate and 

manage the process change request in according to the production planned 

● Evaluate the maintenance 

● Scout potential process line improvement to be implemented in order to keep it on state of 

the art 

● Produce documents describing products, services, components or applications to establish 

compliance with relevant documentation requirements.  

SCHOOL 

BACKGROUND 

 Degree of 1° level or 2° level. 

N.B. All the titles of study are approved recognized equivalent to those Italian, to the senses of the in force dispositions of law. 

SPECIFIC TRAINING Training on Industry & Production 4.0 Management of at least 320 hours.  

KNOWLEDGE 

1. Planning ICT solutions 

1.1 - Product and project planning  

1.2 - Technology Trend Monitoring 

2. Building ICT solutions 

2.1 - Solution Deployment 

2.2 - Documentation Production 

3. Running ICT solutions 

3.1 - Problem Management 

4. Managing ICT solutions 

4.1 - Project and Portfolio Management 

4.2 - Risk Management 

4.3 - Relationship Management 

4.4 - Process Improvement 

4.5 - Business Change Management 

5. Robot programming 

5.1 - Programs used to control an industrial robot 

5.2 - Create new software to safely operate an industrial robot. 

6. Automated Control Systems 

6.1 - Elements of control theory  

6.2 - Application of control theory to industrial automation 

7. Machine Software Design principles 

7.1 - Software design methodologies 

7.2 - Programs modification and new programs synthesis 

8. ICT in automated production lines 

8.1 - Data Analysis 

8.2 - Production improvement 

8.3 - E-security implement 

8.4 - New production lines plans 

9. Automation validation 

9.1 - Factors which influence the decision to automate a process. 

10. Collaborative robotics 

10.1 - Programming and computing language 

10.2 - HMI: Human machine interaction 

10.3 - Mechatronics 
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SKILLS 

The Candidate shall demonstrate to be able to: 

1. Identify all potential targets for the product or service 

2. Define the communication plan; identify key users and create related documentation 

3. Manage the change request process 

4. Monitor sources of information and continuously follow the most promising 

5. Identify business advantages and improvements of adopting emerging technologies 

6. Organize population of data bases and manage data migration 

7. Organise and control content management workflow 

8. Keep publications aligned to the solution during the entire lifecycle 

9. Allocate appropriate resources to maintenance activities, balancing cost and risk 

10. Identify project risks and define action plans to mitigate 

11. Define a project plan by breaking it down into individual project tasks 

12. Delegate tasks and manage team member contributions appropriately 

13. Optimise project portfolio timelines and delivery objectives by achieving consensus on 

stakeholder priorities 

14. Apply mitigation and contingency actions 

15. Deploy empathy to customer needs 

16. Monitor ongoing commitments to ensure fulfilment 

17. Compose, document and catalogue essential processes and procedures 

18. Propose process changes to facilitate and rationalise improvements    

19. Implement process changes    

20. Select appropriate ICT solutions based upon benefits, risks and overall impact 

21. Demonstrate compliance with H&S requirements for industrial robots 

22. Competently operate an industrial robot 

23. Create new programs and modify an existing program and test against a defined 

specification 

24. Archive/restore programs 

25. Calibrate tool, load and base systems 

26. Demonstrate good Maths and English skills 

27. Devise a program using a logical structure 

28. Understand and edit a computer program 

29. Monitor and collect research data 

30. Assess accuracy, validity, and integrity of data 

31. Analyze statistics and other data 

32. Interpret and evaluate results 

33. Create reports and/or presentations 

34. Design processes and software 

35. Monitor and control the information flow and data from the production line, against pre-

defined parameters and indicators 

36. Use statistical tools for quality control and cause-effect diagrams 

37. Apply measures to ensure integrity, availability and confidentiality of ICT systems, networks 

and data 

38. Apply security policy of the organization, interacting with other departments and e-security 

experts 

39. Implement, disaster recovery and crisis management, with the involvement of e-security 

specialists, business continuity, disaster recovery and crisis management 

40. Identify vulnerabilities of ICT systems 

41. Operate simulation systems for the conception of new production lines 

42. Provide data and technical specifications for new production lines 

43. Monitor and test the appropriate configuration of new production lines 

44. Produce a technical and financial justification to automate a process 

45. Modify work routines using robot programming language 

46. Use cameras and equipment to monitor safety and efficacy of HMI works environments 

47. Configure logical control options with PLC, sequences and industrial processes 

48. Commission control systems 

SPECIFIC WORK 

EXPERIENCE At least 3 years of work experience as Industry & Production Manager. 
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ADMISSION 
REQUIREMENT FOR 

CERTIFICATION 
EXAMINATION 

Are admitted to take the certification examination all those who, having placed request through 

module MD08 (demand for certification) and having documented the possession of minimum 

requirements demanded, have been declared suitable (PGXX in force procedure). 

RELEASE OF  

CERTIFICATION  

For Candidate who has passed positively the examination and has all required requirements, CEPAS 

releases the certification. 

The certified person is therefore enrolled in Registry of CEPAS and receives the related certificate. 

DEONTOLOGICAL 

CODE 

The Industry & Production 4.0 Manager certified and/or in the process of certification engage 

themselves, to respect the following ethical and deontological aspects: 

- to render notice to own Customers (inner and external) the contents of the deontological 

code; 

- to respect regulations and all applicable CEPAS procedures;  

- not to complete harmful actions, of any nature, in the comparisons of the image and/or 

interests of the Persons, Companies, Agencies and Customers, also upgrades them, interested 

from the professional performance, let alone in the comparisons of the CEPAS; 

- to upply flood collaboration to any formal inquiry on infractions of the this Code started from 

the Organisms of accreditation and certification or in order to resolve specific cases of claims; 

- to satisfy all the engagements taken with assignment letter; 

- to hold a recording of all the claims introduced against of them for activities carried out in the 

scope of CEPAS Certification/Qualification validity and to allow to CEPAS the access to said 

recordings; within 10 days from the reception of the claim, to send written communication and 

copy of the same claim to CEPAS; 

- to supply the customers with a module to compile in case of eventual relative claims to the 

provided performances and to forward to the certified person/Organization interested from the 

claim or to CEPAS; 

- not to carry out advertising activities (publicity, informative material, and other) which can 

induce the Customers to an incorrect interpretation of CEPAS certification/qualification and, 

moreover, to induce expectations, in the customer, not answering to the real situations in 

existence; 

- not to take part to fraudulent praxes related to the removal and/or spreading of examination 

material; 

- not to carry out direct or indirect competitive activity regarding CEPAS; 

- to behave itself regarding Persons, Companies, Agencies and Customers (inner and external), 

in loyal and scrupulously independent way from conditionings of any nature which can 

influence own acts and the acts of the personnel of which he is himself, eventually, responsible; 

- not to accept parcels, gifts or favours of any nature from Persons, Companies, Agencies and 

Customers (inner and external) or of their representatives; to control moreover that also the 

personnel, of which is eventually responsible, does not complete actions of this type; 

- to keep own Customers free of any conflict of interest that can exist in order to relative the 

professional performance to the certification, before assuming the professional assignment; 

 - to maintain the absolute confidentiality towards thirds party (secret professional) on the 

entraining of any nature obtained during the professional performance and blank facts; 

- to respect all enforced laws, with detailed reference to the provision of services. 
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VALIDITY AND 

MAINTENANCE OF 

THE CERTIFICATION 

(SURVEILLANCE) 

The validity of certification during the contractual period of 5 years (from the date of the 

certificate release) is subject to the positive results of the annual surveillance activities, carried out 

by CEPAS. For this purpose the certified person has to declare, according to Italian DPR 445/2000, 

an annual statement on the activity carried out in the last reference year, relating to these 

aspects: 

- a specific job declaration within one year with reference to the field provided in the 

certificate 

- participation in  training programs of at least 8 hours every year 

- no complaints from interested parties 
The maintenance of the certification is however subject to the payment of the annual fees due. 

 

RENEWAL OF THE 

CERTIFICATION 

The certificate is renewable as a result of specific request and under the new appraisal of 

competence.  The renewal requirements are :  

- the positive outcome of an oral examination; 

- the participation of at least 40 hours of specific training over the five years for the 

qualification of Industry & Production Manager; 

- the declaration of professional continuity. 

Renewal is only possible if the certificate is in his validity period. The renewal process must be 

done within the expiration period of the current certificate. 
 

 

 


